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Roland Huntford has calculated that chocolate may have been a deciding factor between Roald Amundsen’s successful trek to the South Pole and the fatal attempt led by Robert Scott. Scott allocated his men only 4,440 calories per day, including twenty-four grams of cocoa, whereas the Amundsen party completed the trek in good health with daily ratios of 4,660 calories that featured five times as much cocoa.

With Jamaica’s capture England came into possession of cacao groves, also called cacao walks, their first direct source of the product. The relay of chocolate knowledge to England was no longer transmitted by reconciled recusants, becoming instead the purview of naturalists and planters intent on selling the island project to prospective English colonists. The
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Chocolate, or cacao, was so important that Aztecs the beans as currency (Cornell University Albert R. Mann Library, 2007). In a survey of early writings about chocolate, Campos indicates that after England took control of Jamaica’s cacao resources, scientists and growers expanded chocolate’s popularity to England and its colonies (2009). Interestingly, pure chocolate was a crucial energy food on early 20th century Antarctic expeditions, leading to the claim that larger chocolate rations “may have been a deciding factor between Roald Amundsen’s successful trek to the South Pole and the fatal attempt led by Robert Scott” (West, 1992, p. 18).